CEREMONY

REMARKS
Dr. Asif Agha, Department Chair
Dr. Brian Spooner, Undergraduate Chair
Zohra Ahmed, Class of '08

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Anthropology Senior Thesis Prize Winner: Divya Mishra
Thesis Prize Honorable Mention: Mike Chen
Flag Bearer: Mike Chen

Senior Members of the Undergraduate Anthropology Society:
Divya Mishra
Paul Mitchell
Joseph Wallerstein
Charles Washington III

UNIVERSITY AWARDS AND HONORS

Anthropology Undergraduate Research Fellowship: Kyle deSandes-Moyer, Mike Chen, William Gilbert, Marguerite Leone, Jennifer McAuley, Paul Mitchell, Charles Washington III
Bread Upon the Waters Scholars: Paula Nessler, Victoria Russo
Civic Scholar: Elizabeth Doi
College Alumni Society Research Grant: Muyi Li, Divya Mishra
Dean’s Scholar: Marguerite Leone
Foreign Language & Area Studies Fellowship: Divya Mishra
Friars Senior Honors Society: Joseph Wallerstein
Fulbright US Student Award: Paul Mitchell
Hoesley Digital Literacy Fellow: William Gilbert
James Brister Society Student Leadership Award: Elizabeth Doi
McNair Scholar: Paul Mitchell
Phi Beta Kappa: Mike Chen, Marguerite Leone, Paul Mitchell, Joseph Wallerstein
Rose Award: Muyi Li
Seltzer Family Digital Media Award: William Gilbert
Undergraduate Humanities Forum Fellow: Marguerite Leone
University Scholars: Ryan Ladouceur, Divya Mishra, Paul Mitchell, Kathryn Raynor

ANTHROPOLOGY HONORS
Laurel Caffeé    Divya Mishra
Mike Chen    Paul Mitchell
Kyle deSandes-Moyer    Paula Nessler
Elizabeth Doi    Natalie Rosen
Matthew Finnegan    Alexander Tickle
William Gilbert    Joseph Wallerstein
Camille Heard    Charles Washington III
Elizabeth Jacobs    Grace Weaver
Jennifer McAuley    Haleigh Zillges
Divya Mishra    Haleigh Zillges

Dean’s List

Mike Chen  Paul Mitchell
Allison Cutler  Michelle Molchan
Alexandra Daynkea  Theresa O’Neill
Elizabeth Doi  Kathryn Raynor
Emily Garfinkel  Victoria Russo
William Gilbert  Alex Tickle
Camille Heard  Kathryn Volarich
Emily Houde  Joseph Wallerstein
Marguerite Leone  Charles Washington III
Muyi Li  Grace Weaver
Jennifer McAuley  Haleigh Zillges
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